
 

This was the start of this particular photo story board. The date was 

3/26/68. It was approx. 4 months after I came back to the world as we 

referred to the U.S. and our home. It was also after my brothers battle 

for Fire Support Base 14. It was normal for our Chaplain to pay us a 

visit at least on a monthly cycle for us to worship Jesus and thank him 

for another day of being alive! That is if you were a believer in Christ 

our Savior!     



 

This was another photo taken of a background of even a higher 

mountain than FSB 14 location. Its peak was evidently to small to 

support a Forward Fire Support Base on. I’m really surprised if their 

82mm Mortar gunners didn’t launch their attack from there before they 

made their assault on FSB 14 and then ski daddled before our 105 mm 

Howlitzers could zero in on them.    



 

I’m surprised these Jokers were smoking their Stoggies or their joints in 

what I believe was our 105MM Howitzers rounds bunker before the NVA 

Assault on FSB 14. The rounds themselves had explosives inside the rounds 

that exploded on impact plus they used small bags of propellant to deliver 

the rounds to their target from their 105mm  guns. I had no Artillery MOS but 

that is my understanding being a 11B20 Automatic Rifleman MOS. I still don’t 

understand how they cpuld deliver their rounds exactly to whatever Map Co-

ordinates  that we requested them to do. After the first round exploded all 

that we had to do was to request for them were either Raise or Drop the next 

round anywhere from 10 meters to a hundred meters etc. in walking their 

rounds onto our target. Our platoon leader, normally a 2nd Lieutenant was in 

charge of the calling if he was still alive and if he wasn’t then our Platoon 

Sargent had the responsibility for calling the shots literally. I don’t know 

which  station they had their Boom Box on,  ither the propaganda Hanoi 

Hanna from the north or our Armed Forces Radio station in Saigon .eg Robin 

Williams in “Hello Viet…..Nam!                 



 

I obtained a weapon like this one, a P38 German Luger that a German 

Officers carried in WWII, from a dead Chinese Special Operations guy, that  

was training  two North Vietnamese Army men to be trail watchers to lead us 

into an ambush thus wiping out our entire platoon. I learned  this tactic 

approx.. 50 years  from two sources. The first source was a 9 Days in May 

book written about us in our first NVA battle on 5/26/1967. I got tired of 

carrying it in my rucksack of its weight factor vs. my C-rations, Water,   M16 

Ammo, Frag Grenades, Smoke Grenades, 100 round belt of M60 (Pig) ammo, 

toiletries and what have you and life sustaining things as well!                   



 

Yes, it is a domesticated Monkey. Those 105mm Artillery boys must have 

been bored out of their minds for always waiting on us to call for their 

Artillery support in any minutes notice. They also on occasions had their own 

Poochies or Vietnamese Dogs as their Boredom rescue animals!     



 

OH….. the stories we told each other about our  home life before Nam in our 

Fire Bases protective Bunkers that we also had to build  to withstand a 

82MM NVA mortar rounds with dirt bags on the top and all sides that were 

exposed. There was never a minute out of every 24/7 whenever our lives 

were in danger of being snuffed out! In our sleeping time that consisted of 

2hours at a time, then 2 hours of guard duty and  rotating throughout the 

night and not reaching the night mares or dream stages at all!         



 

Now I will change gears on you to 2016. Steve Edmunds is our Ivy Dragoons 

president and has a good reputation as being a trust worthy fellow to the 

209th NVA Regiment older folk.The 209th wanted to invite a group of Ivy 

Dragoons to join them in an expedition to return to the exact spot where Fire 

Base 14 is located on. First they had to clear it through their communist 

government. First they denied the 209th request to invite their American 

Counter parts. Then after much bickering between them and their communist 

government. They finally granted them their wishes. This was both the first 

and last time that I’ve seen this Mazda civilian vehicle on this trip up the 

mountain to FSB 14! Only their furnished deuce and haves from their 

communist military and drivers could make the trip in 4 Wheeling it!  



 

This shot was of the Americans and their counter parts the modern day 

communist military escorts as they disembarked their Deuce and Halves 

transport trucks near the mountain peak. The guy wearing his black Viet 

Nam cap is the President of our Ivy Dragoons is Steve Edmunds.      



 

I want you to notice how baren the jungle terrain remains now 51 years after 

our American involvement in our Viet Nam War on the exact location of Fire 

Support Base 14 in March of 1968. Our Liberalist government lined their 

pockets with $$$ from our Agent Orange producing Chemical Companies 

lobbyists. What used to be a thriving jungle habitat is now a waste land. The 

U.S. military told us at the time no harm to humans and only if you were a 

mosquito, that as our  C-130s sprayed the Agent Orange at the time. We also 

were told that was a sure fired way too control the Malaria disease. Then 

after a matter of a day or so we noticed that the jungle foliage started dying 

around us and soon after the leaves started falling like the state of Virginia in 

the fall of every year. You see Viet Nam has no four seasons like Virginia and 

only  have two season. One being a hot and dry season and the other being a 

Wet and Cooler season. Then we were told part of the truth. We were told 

that it was to deny the NVAs their cover that they so loved to protect them 

from our Air Superiority. We also were told not to worry again that it was only 

our common Bush and Grass killer. One lie after another. The truth is that 

only one drop of one of it’s ingredients is enough to make life changing 

medical results in all peoples that were exposed to it from the minor of Sugar 

Diabetes (Me) to all different sorts of Cancers and birth defects in babies. I 

wish that I kept some  of Steve’s photos of his 20 some trips back to Nam 

with him visiting their Orphanages with their Agent Orange Vietnamese kids 

that had their extremities missing from their births and victims of Agent 

Orange. Woe to our elected officials that are still living rich from what they 

did to both our troops and the Vietnamese People from their millions of 

dollars that they accepted from our own Chemical Companies Lobbyists. I 

didn’t know the repercussions until 2001 when I learned its effects on Nam 

era Vets in my Disabled American Veterans monthly magazine. I was already 

rated at their 70% on their rating scale for my Viet Nam War injuries.     



 

This is Steve Edmunds and his small group of Viet Nam War Veterans from 

our 3rd/8th/4th Infantry Division Ivy Dragoons unit. They all participated in this 

same battle. Notice the same taller peak in the background of a previous 

photos that was taken in March 1968. 



 

Billy Walkabout (March 31, 1949 – March 7, 2007) is thought to be the most 

decorated Native American soldier of the Vietnam War. He received 

one Distinguished Service Cross (upgraded from Silver Star), one Bronze Star 

Medal, one Army Commendation Medal, and one Purple Heart. Other sources and 

images report multiple awards of silver stars, bronze stars, army commendation 

medals, purple hearts and air medals.  

Billy was also instrumental in being the subject for Paul Revere and the 

Raiders song “Cherokee Indian Reservation” that made #1. If you have never 

heard this song, I’m providing you a link to YouTube:  

https://youtu.be/21ixwIaN7qw 

I’m a little partial to Billy since he was a Cherokee Native American and he 

was from the state of Ok. where the Cherokees were transported overland on 

foot in the “Trail of Tears. 

Plus, my maternal Great Grandmother was a full blooded Cherokee Indian 

and is buried on the backside of Fontana Lake in Swan County, N.C. in a  

cemetery named “Yellow Branch”. She resided in the bottom of Cable Cove, 

N.C. before the TVA formed Fontano Lake in the early 1940s and took their 

land.       

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Native_Americans_in_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vietnam_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distinguished_Service_Cross_(United_States)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bronze_Star_Medal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bronze_Star_Medal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Army_Commendation_Medal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Purple_Heart
https://youtu.be/21ixwIaN7qw


 

These small fellows were leeches. It didn’t take us too long to learn to 

always sit in our “Rock’n” Chair, (our Steel Pot head gear) instead of our 

fannys! When our Columns stopped for a rest break. They maneuvered by 

stretching out their bodies to their full length then they would use their front 

end suction on dirt or leaves then they would collapse their bodies over and 

over .eq an Inch Worm until they reached us their prey. After they would get 

their fill of our blood there weren’t any mistakes that we one of them on us in 

our groin  area mainly and  they had their fill of blood. There would always be 

a huge bloody spot on our clothing in the area. It would always appear to be 

a war wound.           



 

Each army infantry battalion contained three-line companies. A, B, & C 

and one Headquarters company. Our HQ company contained all of 

battalion officers and other personnel! All three of our line companies 

had to rotate one company at a time on every 4th day of resupply when 

our choppers would ferry us both to and fro from the jungles to our 

FFB. This was one of our duties, Crap Burning with Diesel Fuel. We 

also had either one or two 105mm Artillery Batteries in our Forward 

Fire Base (FFB) to provide us our battles support firing. We had to 

remain in their limited radius of fire support at all times. They were our 

closest link to life itself.       



 

These Vietnamese people were very close relatives to the NVAs that were 

KIA in the Battle for FSB14. They gathered up several artifacts from all of the 

NVA that were Killed in Action and their bodies have returned back to the 

clay from which they were born to where they were killed. That was closure 

to their deaths for them. Can you imagine if all of ours >58.000 were Missing 

in Action (MIA)and bodies not recovered compared to the Vietnamese 1 ¼ 

Million both civilians and military MIAS and bodies not recovered!     



 

There’s a story behind this photo. The American wearing his blue shirt is 

passing a billfold over to a 209th NVA regiment man. After every battle we 

were ordered to police up  our enemy both dead and wounded if there were 

any. It was clear cut fact that were supposed to pick all of our enemy Arms, 

Ammo and everything along the line of Military issued. There were no set 

rules on any personal items .eg their billfolds. Our American told everyone 

before hand that he made his decision to return his NVA billfold to its rightful 

owners. The highest ranking NVA man is accepting his NVA Wallet most 

gracefully. When  he opened his billfold, he found the Dead NVA  man 

credentials. He remembered the dead NVA both the man’s name and photo 

as well. Then he told everyone present that he would find the mans that lived 

in Nanoi, RVN, Now step forward a couple of months later. This NVA officer 

had already made friends with the American man via Facebook. The NVA 

officer communicated with this American via Personal Messenger. The NVA 

officer told this American that he had located the dead mans family. He went 

on to say to him that all  the dead man’s family members want our American 

to come to Hanoi, RVN so they can meet him personally. Then the two of 

them set up a date to meet together for in 2018.  

The suggested date arrived and they had grand and glorious meeting 

together w/ a Vietnamese/English Language interpreter present. They had a 

camera man in attendance that photographed their entire meeting together. 

Then the Camera man sent all of his pics that he took to our own Steve 

Edmunds. Steve is also our closed Facebook account Admin. 



 

I am totally surprised the NVA’s family weren’t identified in any of the four 

photos from the presentation ceremony of the Billfold. There were two or 

three communist military dignitaries and several Vietnamese personnel in 

the background plus the American subject of these four photos wearing his 

4th ID Cap. Who knows, maybe they are the people in the background!    



 



 

 

 



 

This is a close up Pic of his Billfold and contents. It’s contents were a couple 

of Vietnamese Dongs currency, six photos of family members and some 

identifying papers. I’m sure that his Billfold and contents meant more to his 

family members than all of our Ambassadors combined in D.C. jacking  their 

JAWS and pounding their chests. Thanks to one American Soldier that took 

the dead NVAs billfold otherwise it would most probably  have returned to 

the Clay with the dead NVA. At least his family has something tangible for 

their remembrance of him!       



My closing statement about this Photo Story Board: If we could only follow 

Jesus’ teaching, love your neighbors as thyself, there would not be any more 

Wars. But that will never happen as long as our God YahWeh allows SATAN 

to have full reign over us. We can choose one of two different life’s roads. We 

can follow Christs’ Road to Heaven or we can follow Satan’s Road too eternal 

Damnation. I was forced to detour from Christs Road on 12/05/1965 when I 

was forced by MAN and Satan to take an oath to the U.S. Military thus 

participating in an unjustifiable war in Vietnam. That would have been 

enough to lead me into Satan’s destruction if I didn’t have Jesus in my Heart 

from June of 1962 forward to this day. Another thing the War taught me was 

to be in constant prayer, not verbal but always on my mind.      


